
Why KRA Secret Agents are Going After 

Mama Mboga, Tailors & Other Small Traders

Every country needs taxes to run the government. When they collect less tax 

than expected, they wouldn't be able to provide services to the people.

When this happens, the economic experts in govt advice their boss - the head of

state - about what to do to solve the problem.

Kenya Revenue Authority, KRA, has been collecting less tax than expected, for 

several months now.

Govt economic experts have come up with a "solution" called Finance Bill 

2023, that includes the very cruel, anti-people Housing Tax.

Also, they have employed "secret agents", who will be going around the 

country hustling mama mbogas, tailors, cobblers and other small traders to pay 

extra tax.



I will use a simple example to explain why this "solution" just cannot work, and that, in fact, they 

are playing around with wananchis' lives.

If a million people who were eating 3 meals a day, suddenly start eating only 2 meals a day, it will 

have larger economic repercussions - Companies that make food items will have to cut production, 

laying-off some workers; farmers will sell less food crops; supermarkets/shops will sell less food 

items than before...

Therefore, tax collected by govt will reduce significantly, just by a million people missing 1 meal 

per day.



Rather than find out why so many people are eating just 2 meals a day, and find a people-friendly 

solution, the govt decides that the solution is to tax them more, to fill the hole in tax collected.

However, if these people who are now only affording 2 meals a day, are forced to pay more tax, 

they will now be affording just 1 meal per day - thus, the extra-tax govt has collected will still not 

cover the deficit...

This is what is happening in Kenya currently, à la Finance Bill 2023.

When you allow cartels to terrorise farmers, whereby the price paid for their crops drops by upto 

90%, you are joking around with peoples' lives.



How can you allow cartels to make BILLIONS by importing certain commodities tax-free, yet 

those goods are also manufactured locally?

And when this causes the shilling to fall in value, you want poor workers to pay the price?

How can you allow one person to be given more than 50% of government import tenders - most of 

them for tax-free goods?

Isn't it obvious, then, that this person is acting as proxy for the BIG MAN?

How can other senior govt officials stop stealing from Kenyans, when they know the BIG MAN is 

leading in eating?



Why harass small-scale traders and poorly-paid workers for mistakes made by senior govt officials?

These are some of the economic mistakes that have caused cost of living to shoot up:

1. Increase of electricity prices by 67% in past 9 months.

Solution: Lower electricity bills by 70%, by cutting out the cartels at KPLC.

Solution is not to abuse electricity consumers with Finance Bill 2023.



2. Increase in fuel prices, yet crude oil has fallen significantly in international market in past 9 

months.

Solution: Lower fuel prices by eliminating cartels at Energy ministry.

Solution is not to abuse petrol/diesel/paraffin consumers with Finance Bill 2023.

3. Sabotage of local farmers.

Telling a coffee farmer, who is now being paid 58% LESS per kilo - compared to 1 year ago - that 

solution is for him to pay more tax, is an unforgivable insult.

Ditto for other farmers suffering due to well-connected cartels stealing from them.

Solution: Dismantle all cartels who have invaded agricultural sector. In a just world, they would be 

prosecuted, and forced to reimburse farmers what they have already stolen from them.

Solution is not to abuse farmers with Finance Bill 2023.

4. Sabotage of local manufacturers.

Solution: Stop cartels importing goods tax free, yet same goods are made locally by companies that 

pay tax, and employ thousands of Kenyans.





5. Foolish economics that has led to weakening of the shilling.

Since KK regime rose to power 9 months ago:

Kenya Shilling (KES) has FALLEN by more than 17% against American Dollar;

KES has FALLEN by more than 16% against Ugandan Shilling;

KES has FALLEN by more than 13% against Tanzanian Shilling;

This is what BAD economic policies do to a country's currency.



Solution: (I wrote about this 2 weeks ago here: 

https://semaukweli.wordpress.com/2023/06/09/reason-kenya-shilling-is-falling-in-value/)

Day of Reckoning

When a KRA secret agent, who is being paid a daily allowance of Sh20k - on top of his salary - 

goes to bully a small trader who makes sh200 per day, to pay extra tax, that is provocation.

When government steals workers' pay in the name of Housing Tax, that is provocation.

As GoK bulldozes Finance Bill 2023, the BIG MAN should know that the people are sovereign.

Sovereign power rests with the people.

#Maandamano
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